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REASONS WHY CHARTERS
SHOULD ADD WI-FI
(AND DO IT QUICKLY)

01

Your audience demands it.
Inflight Wi-Fi is non-negotiable for business travelers,
no matter how long or short the flight duration.

02

Wi-Fi protects your brand.
No Wi-Fi? Like it or not, people will think you’re
a bare-bones, budget brand.
Proliferating options — such as jet cards and
empty leg flights — mean that charters have to
fight for differentiation. Wi-Fi is a powerful asset.

03

Customer experience is king.
To your customers, connectivity means freedom.
For you, it means better service and flexibility.

04

Your service provider can
be an asset.
Your service provider becomes an extension of your brand.
Choose a great partner and you’ll share in their brand’s
recognition and power.

05

Wi-Fi creates a
competitive advantage.
Today, just 56% of private jets
have Wi-Fi. Act fast and boost
your competitive advantage.
(And resell value.)

06

You can measure the ROI.
Your brand improves instantly.
Your bottom line improves for years on end.
Need ROI confidence?
Calculate your own:
learn.business.gogoair.com/roi-calculator

View the Gogo inflight connectivity solutions best suited for your
charter jet operation at: business.gogoair.com/solutions/charter
Or, connect with an inflight connectivity consultant today.

“Every pilot tells me that it’s the first
thing passengers ask when they get
on board: ‘Do you have Wi-Fi?’”
Jessica Naor, Grandview Aviation

75%

of companies flying
business jets
say Wi-Fi is a
significant
priority.

Millennials are
becoming
the leaders now.
(Believe it.)

They don’t tolerate
being disconnected.

Two keys:
1) Reliability
2) Speed to service
Everything else is secondary.

“Our unlimited Wi-Fi service
differentiates us. Before we added it,
there was a lot of back-and-forth on
price. Now, we get much less push-back
on our pricing and services.”
Jessica Naor, Grandview Aviation

“Once people ride on a plane with Wi-Fi,
they don’t go back. In the charter market,
an airplane with Wi-Fi will fly significantly
more than an airplane without it.”
Jon Becker, Don Davis Aviation

